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Onetime enfant terrible of Polish cinema, and subsequently a wobbly emigre auteur in
Belgium, the U.K. and U.S., vet Jerzy Skolimowski makes a small but commanding return
to roots in obsessive-love drama "Four Nights With Anna." Helmed with absolute
assurance from the get-go, but still marbled with moments of black comedy that faintly
recall his younger, wilder works, pic has the metaphysical feel and control almost of a
story from Krzysztof Kieslowski's "Decalogue" and is all the more impressive coming from
a filmmaker who's just turned 70 and has been absent from the profession for almost
two decades. Good reviews, and distinction of being Cannes' Directors' Fortnight opener,
should propel this to modest business in arthouses worldwide.

Skolimowski quit the profession in 1991 following the debacle of "Ferdyduke," though
the rot had been gradually setting into his career after the 1982 Jeremy Irons starrer
"Moonlighting," shot in London. Keen to rediscover creative control, he's spent the past
17 years devoted to painting and poetry, before finding the right conditions to return to
movies.

Inspired by a true
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story he read by chance in a newspaper, "Anna" centers on the
obsessive love of a painfully shy, middle-aged crematorium worker
for a nurse in the attached hospital of a small rural town. Opening
reel is an attention grabber, as Leon Okrasa (Artur Steranko) is
seen lurking in the rundown streets, buying an axe at a local store
and ferreting around in a dingy basement where he incinerates a
man's hand.

At this stage, nothing is known about the main character, who's
almost being set up as a wacko serial killer. Michal Lorenc's
chamber score, which is a big assist throughout the movie either in
maintaining momentum or in building atmosphere, likewise
prepares the viewer for a dark murder drama. Unexplained
flashbacks, with an off-screen voice interrogating Leon and abstract images like a dead cow floating down a river, also stir curiosity.

Gradually the mists clear as Leon is shown caring for his bedridden grandmother and spying on a nurse, Anna (Kinga Preis), in the
hospital's living quarters opposite. Piece by piece, the backstory is built up through flashbacks: how he witnessed her brutal rape in a
barn one rainy day, reported the crime, but was himself jailed on purely circumstantial evidence.

Between these flashbacks unfolds an o�eat love story in which Leon, after drugging the sugar Anna always takes with her nightcap,
steals into her ground-floor apartment while she's asleep. Initially, he just stares at her as she sleeps; as the four nights progress, he
starts immersing himself in her life -- sewing a button on her clothing, leaving behind a ring, even turning up with flowers after she's
collapsed drunk in bed after a birthday party. More and more he risks discovery and capture.

Even at a tight 95 minutes, pic is a highwire act in maintaining dramatic momentum since the entire movie takes place from one man's
perspective -- especially since that one man is a reclusive loner with only a handful of lines in the entire script, and comes across as
almost semi-retarded. Even the object of his affection is little more than that: for most of the running time, Anna, who's blonde but
not especially pretty, is seen either from a distance or asleep in bed, with no backgrounding apart from the rape seen in flashback.

However, it soon becomes clear that the intention of scripters Ewa Piaskowska and Skolimowski is simply a one-sided love story.
There's never any hope of the relationship progressing; the drama lies in whether (or when) Leon will be discovered and whether he
was, after all, guilty of her rape back in 2003.

Helmer's period as an artist and poet seems to have served him well, more in the film's overall precision and small details than in its
look. Cinematographer Adam Sikora's visuals are generally well-composed but rarely in a self-conscious way, and the wintry, rural
setting, with dull colors, is familiar from scores of Central European movies.

Steranko, who had a supporting role as a doctor in Krzysztof Krauze's "My Nikifor," is well cast, with a face and eyes that pic
manipulates, morphing from lovesick bunny to sinister intruder. Preis, little-known outside Poland, where she's done considerable
work in TV and film, is fine as Anna, and conveys much through little in pic's closing scenes. Only other thesp with a role of any sorts
is Jerzy Fedorowicz as Leon's oily hospital boss.

- Derek Elley, Variety
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I had a wild life
He was the boxing poet who wrote for Polanski, became a revered film-maker in his own right -
and then disappeared. Jerzy Skolimowski talks to Geoffrey Macnab (The Guardian, Wednesday
11 March 2009)

In the 1960s, his name was mentioned in the same breath as Jean-Luc Godard's. His 1982 feature
Moonlighting - which starred Jeremy Irons and told the powerful story of illegal Polish workers
marooned in London - so thrilled the New York Times that the paper called it one of the "best
films ever made about exile".

But you won't have seen any Jerzy Skolimowski movies lately. The once-prolific Pole, whose
colourful career saw him collaborating with Roman Polanski and Andrzej Wajda, has endured a
16-year hiatus. Now he's back - with Four Nights With Anna, a queasily intimate drama about a
voyeuristic hospital handy-man obsessed with a beautiful nurse; the film receives its UK premiere
next week.

"Remember that I am not only a film-maker but also a painter," says Skolimowski of his absence.
"Practically the whole break, I was busy painting. I had considerable success. It wasn't wasted
time." There has, in fact, always been more to his life than movies. As a young man, he was a
talented welterweight boxer, something he deals with in his 1965 film Walkover. "It wasn't professional boxing," he says. "That didn't
exist in Poland at the time. I had 16 amateur fights. I lost quite a lot. I won nine, lost six and one was a draw." He plays the lead in
Walkover, proving a charismatic screen presence, swaggering around in an unnamed eastern bloc country. With its jazz soundtrack and
self-conscious tracking shots, Walkover echoed movies by Godard and Tony Richardson.

At the age of 10, Skolimowski found himself in Czechoslovakia. His father, a resistance fighter, was killed by the Nazis, and, after the
war, his mother became the cultural attaché of the Polish embassy in Prague. His fellow pupils at school in : Podeˇbrady, a spa town
near Prague, included future film-makers Milosˇ Forman and Ivan Passer, as well as Václav Havel, who grew up to be a playwright,
then the country's president.

"Forman was the boss of our dormitory," says Skolimowski. "On the next bed to me was [director] Ivan Passer. I shared school papers
with Václav Havel. I helped him with drawings and, in exchange, he did my Latin and Greek." Young Skolimowski was also an aspiring
jazz musician, playing the drums as well as writing poetry: "Maybe the boxing was to balance the fact that poetry wasn't an extremely
masculine occupation."

As an 18-year-old, he was accepted into the Polish Union of Writers, where he met Andrzej Wajda, by then the country's best known
film-maker. The precocious Skolimowski was bold enough to tell Wajda that his screenplay for Innocent Sorcerers completely
misunderstood the youth culture of 1960s Poland: "I told him young people don't behave like that." So Wajda asked him to rework it.

Skolimowski met Polanski later, at film school. The two hit it off; Polanski recruited the young poet-boxer to work on the screenplay
for his debut, Knife in the Water. The two were later reunited in London when Skolimowski's Barrier featured in the 1967 London film
festival. Polanski showed him the town, which was quite a culture shock for a boy from communist-era Poland. "Roman was living in
Belgravia," says Skolimowski. "I was very impressed. He introduced me to the London scene." This included the Playboy Club:
"Suddenly, I was on a dancefloor with those bunnies. As a young man, I had a wild life - as Roman did, too. We were similar in our
adventures."

Skolimowski returned to the city to live and work in the 1970s. A US producer had promised him a film to direct. He was let down and
ended up penniless. A young British producer came to the rescue, offering him the chance to direct The Shout. An adaptation of a
Robert Graves work, the film told the story of a musician and his wife whose lives are thrown into turmoil by the arrival of a strange
traveller full of tales of black magic. It was a hit.

Skolimowski bought a house in Kensington and hired some Poles to refurbish it. When martial law was declared in Poland in 1981, they
found themselves unable to return home. "I was terribly upset and decided to make a movie
about it," says Skolimowski. Conceived in December 1981, Moonlighting was scripted in four
days, financed in a few weeks, shot in 18 days in January - and premiered at Cannes in May.

Skolimowski's feeling that he was living a charmed life in Britain didn't last. "My last
experience, Success Is the Best Revenge, turned out to be a tragic incident. The film was
eventually taken over by the bank. Some of my partners deserted me. I got so fed up with
the British scene I moved to California."

Skolimowski, who these days flits between the US and Poland, will now only make films on
his own terms. Four Nights With Anna is deliberately small-scale: "I wanted to do something
I could shoot around my house, in the lake district of Poland. I wanted to have everything
under control." And he is busy hatching another film, Essential Killing. Will we have to wait
another 16 years to see it? "Maybe I will be able to make it this year," he says.
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